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Thailand, twenty years after the ill-fated Bugs 2 mission. Two American U-NASA agents arrive to find Akari Hizamaru, a “child
born after the procedure,” and recruit him for Annex 1, a new mission to Mars. The purpose of Annex 1 is to research the origins
of a new disease that is ravaging the earth. But the reasons why U-NASA would need the incredible powers that Hizamaru
possesses are still a closely guarded secret. Once again, humanity launches an expedition to Mars that has frightening
implications for the future. -- VIZ Media
Kei is finally reunited with his beloved Kei only to be torn from her and returned to the streets of Tokyo, where he and the other
Gantz warriors are being hunted "terrorists," accused of trying to sabotage the truce with the alien invaders. Kei expects to never
see Tae again and, with nothing to lose, makes a one-man suicide assault against the monstrous ETs! Hiroya Oku's Gantz is adult
manga at its most challenging: violent, bizarre, erotic, and created with stunning craft and fierce imagination.
La population terrienne en constante augmentation épuise toujours plus les ressources de sa planète. Seule solution pour éviter
l'extinction : faire proliférer sur Mars l'unique forme de vie capable d'endurer son environnement et de le rendre habitable... le
cafard. An 2599 : La terraformation entre dans sa phase finale et les rampants doivent maintenant être exterminés. À bord du
vaisseau spatial “Bugs 2", quinze jeunes gens venus des quatre coins du globe, et génétiquement modifiés en vue de cette tâche,
s'apprêtent à atterrir sur Mars. Ils ignorent encore tout du sort de leurs prédécesseurs disparus en tentant de remplir la même
mission... Et si la théorie de l'évolution ne s'appliquait pas qu'à l'Homme ?
_Planète Terre. Île artificielle, mer de Chine orientale. Aidés par l'unité 4 Spatials , venue leur porter secours, les membres de la
société Hajiime Security évacuent le laboratoire. Alors que Michelle et Akari, pris en chasse, tentent de semer les sneakers ,
Jôichi fait face à l'Invocateur pour récupérer le fruit de ses expériences sur les humains : son propre neveu ! C'est alors
qu'apparaît un mystérieux adversaire masqué. Un combattant qui pourrait bien s'avérer être un fantôme du passé...
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? “?????????????????” ??? “SPACIALs”
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As the various teams try to make their way to Annex 1, Team 5, made up of Germans and South Americans, comes under
ferocious attack by the Terraformars. The team leader, Adolf, struggles to survive against all odds. The American and Japanese
members of Team 1 have their own battles to fight against an enemy that keeps coming, keeps adapting and won’t stop until all
the humans are dead! -- VIZ Media
As Ivan closes in on the alien leader, the Invoker, the Terraformar army attacks in full force. Elsewhere, Shokichi and Akari square
off in a final confrontation to settle things between them. Now the fate and pride of the human race rests on the shoulders of those
who have sacrificed their own humanity to be its defenders. When faced with an unimaginable enemy, what will they do if their
inhuman strength can’t save them? -- VIZ Media
Caiman’s true face is revealed, shaking the entire world to its foundation! But have his memories disappeared along with his lizard
head? The severely injured Nikaido’s health is draining perilously, yet a chance encounter with a familiar figure may be just what
she needs. Meanwhile, En may have met his ultimate match. What drives him? Many truths will come to light in this shocking
installment of Dorohedoro! -- VIZ Media
The Hole can be hell—even for powerful sorcerers. In this volume, Nikaido probes deeper into her past in search of answers. The remnants of
the En family continue their attempts to revive their slain leader. And Fujita's mission into the heart of enemy territory takes a terrifying turn.
Plus: watch Nikaido make gyoza again! -- VIZ Media
The Terraformars have infested Japan and the war for Earth is on! The aliens have evolved and so have Earth’s warriors, striking back
against the invaders in new and powerful ways. As Japanese and American fighters face the onslaught, Michelle sets out on a mission to
take Shokichi away from General Kai... -- VIZ Media
Augustine of Hippo was Bishop of Hippo Regius (present-day Annaba, Algeria). He was a Latin-speaking philosopher and theologian who
lived in the Roman Africa Province. His writings were very influential in the development of Western Christianity.According to his
contemporary, Jerome, Augustine “established anew the ancient Faith.” This classic work, The City of God, was translated into several
languages and played an important role in the spreading of the ideals of Eastern and Western Christianity.
In the late 26th century, overpopulation on Earth is reaching the breaking point, and humanity must find new frontiers. The terraforming of
Mars has taken centuries but is now complete. The colonization of Mars by humanity is an epoch-making event, but an unintended side effect
of the terraforming process unleashes a horror no one could ever have imagined… Pursued by Division 4, Akari and Michelle encounter a
Terraformar with bullet ant characteristics. Realizing this creature has stolen her deceased father’s strength, Michelle stands her ground
alongside Akari. The two will be pushed beyond their limits in this fight, but even more formidable opponents are lining up to fight them, and
their human enemies are still out there as well…
In a sad reflection of the situation on Earth, factions among the human explorers on Mars fall into conflict with each other, a fight they can ill
afford as the relentless Terraformars continue to close in on them. The cockroaches have begun to display more human-like qualities, and
the battle becomes even more desperate. If the humans can’t set aside their differences long enough to face this threat, death is the only
guaranteed outcome... -- VIZ Media
A new mission to Mars, Annex 1, is under way. Their mission: crucial research into the A.E. virus currently plaguing mankind. The mutant
Terraformars, giant humanoid cockroaches, may hold the key to a cure. Unfortunately for the crew of the Annex 1, the Terraformars have
somehow gotten on board the ship and have only one goal—total extermination! Led by Akari Hizamaru, the crew will need to rely on their
superhuman powers to survive...if those powers don’t kill them first! -- VIZ Media
In the late 26th century, overpopulation on Earth is reaching the breaking point, and humanity must find new frontiers. The terraforming of
Mars has taken centuries but is now complete. The colonization of Mars by humanity is an epoch-making event, but an unintended side effect
of the terraforming process unleashes a horror no one could ever have imagined… Countless swarms of terraformars close in on Shokichi and
the others as they try to rejoin Akari’s group. The struggle for survival looks grim as one disappointment and setback follows another.
Reinforcements from China are arriving on Mars, but is their mission objective to rescue or to exterminate?
Akari and Eva have gathered a handful of survivors to stand against the swarm of approaching Terraformars and the Kuzuryu’s attacks from
the sky! The crew of the shattered Annex expedition have only one chance to reach the rendezvous point on the coast and a potential rescue,
but who is there waiting to pick them up? -- VIZ Media
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In order to protect their crewmates, Akari and Michelle use their abilities and head into battle against the Terraformars,
who have evolved unique and terrifying new forms! The enemy’s astounding strength forces them into an unexpectedly
desperate fight. Meanwhile, the whereabouts of the other teams scattered around Mars become clear, and the battle
between humans and the demons they created reaches a new intensity. -- VIZ Media
La population terrienne en constante augmentation épuise les ressources de sa planète. Seule solution pour éviter
l'extinction : faire proliférer sur Mars l'unique forme de vie capable d'endurer son environnement et de le rendre
habitable... le cafard. An 2599 : à bord du vaisseau spatial "Bugs 2", quinze jeunes gens venus des quatre coins du
globe, et génétiquement modifiés en vue de cette tâche, s'apprêtent à atterrir sur Mars. Et si la théorie de l'évolution ne
s'appliquait pas qu'à l'Homme ?
The students in Class 3-E of Kunugigaoka Junior High have a new teacher: an alien octopus with bizarre powers and
unlimited strength, who's just destroyed the moon and is threatening to destroy the earth--unless they can kill him first!
In the cyberpunk metropolis of Neo Saitama, Kenji Fujikido is an average salaryman whose wife and children are
suddenly assassinated. Tracking the murder back to a ninja, Fujikido trains to seek vengeance - initially on those who
murdered his family, but ultimately on every ninja on the planet. He becomes the 'Ninja Slayer', a warrior obsessed with
killing every last ninja to avenge his family. Ninja Slayer was originally released in segments on Twitter; this is the first full
collection of this innovative new series.
Animal characters abound in graphic narratives ranging from Krazy Kat and Maus to WE3 and Terra Formars. Exploring
these and other multispecies storyworlds presented in words and images, Animal Comics draws together work in comics
studies, narrative theory, and cross-disciplinary research on animal environments and human-animal relationships to
shed new light on comics and graphic novels in which animal agents play a significant role. At the same time, the
volume's international team of contributors show how the distinctive structures and affordances of graphic narratives
foreground key questions about trans-species entanglements in a more-than-human world. The writers/artists covered in
the book include: Nick Abadzis, Adolpho Avril, Jeffrey Brown, Sue Coe, Matt Dembicki, Olivier Deprez, J. J. Grandville,
George Herriman, Adam Hines, William Hogarth, Grant Morrison, Osamu Tezuka, Frank Quitely, Yu Sasuga, Charles M.
Schultz, Art Spiegelman, Fiona Staples, Ken'ichi Tachibana, Brian K. Vaughan, and others.
A year has passed since the survivors of the Annex mission to Mars returned to Earth. But the war with the Terraformars
is far from over! The struggle continues in secret, deep beneath the streets of Tokyo. Akari, now working for a private
security firm, looks for dangerous new ways to seek out and destroy the Terraformars before the world is overwhelmed
by the alien cockroaches from Mars! -- VIZ Media
Adrian Tchaikovksy's award-winning novel Children of Time, is the epic story of humanity's battle for survival on a
terraformed planet. Who will inherit this new Earth? The last remnants of the human race left a dying Earth, desperate to
find a new home among the stars. Following in the footsteps of their ancestors, they discover the greatest treasure of the
past age - a world terraformed and prepared for human life. But all is not right in this new Eden. In the long years since
the planet was abandoned, the work of its architects has borne disastrous fruit. The planet is not waiting for them, pristine
and unoccupied. New masters have turned it from a refuge into mankind's worst nightmare. Now two civilizations are on
a collision course, both testing the boundaries of what they will do to survive. As the fate of humanity hangs in the
balance, who are the true heirs of this new Earth?span
Os membros da First Security e da SPACIALs travam uma batalha mortal, a fim de resgatar os humanos mantidos em
cativeiro na ilha artificial. Akari e Michel tentam escapar numa nave chinesa, mas os Sneakers continuam em seu
encalço, fazendo uso de uma supertecnologia que supera todas as expectativas! Enquanto isso, Hongo continua
infiltrado dentro da nave inimiga enfrentando um misterioso adversário para recuperar a criança que supõe ser de sua
irmã...! Todos juntos para desbancar os traidores da humanidade! Acompanhem o emocionante desfecho do confronto
na ilha!!

The members if Ichi Security and the SPACIALS continue their deadly fight on the artificial island in an attempt to rescue the
human hostages of the Terraformars. But the human traitors' incredible technology closes in on Akari and Michelle as they make
their escape. In the confusion, Hongo launches a suicidal attack that brings him face-to-face with a mysterious warrior who knows
a terrible secret about the coming apocalyptic battle for Earth! -- VIZ Media
The Frontier Spirit, a rescue ship from Earth, has finally arrived and the search team sets about trying to pick up survivors from the
Annex expedition. Yet even now, secret agendas come into play and there seems to be no end to the treachery. When the truth
comes out, two comrades will have to face it and each other for survival! -- VIZ Media
Deep in the Hole, the survivors of En's family continue their mission to revive their slain leader with some "enhanced interrogation"
of a Cross-Eye member. The rest of the Cross-Eyes finally come face-to-face with their long-lost boss. And Risu, Asu, and an
even more powerful Nikaido find themselves on a surprisingly dangerous quest: getting her gyoza business up and running again.
-- VIZ Media
SILENT INVASION They arrive in silence and darkness. They descend from the skies. They have a hunger for human flesh. They
are everywhere. They are parasites, alien creatures who must invade–and take control of–a human host to survive. And once they
have infected their victims, they can assume any deadly form they choose: monsters with giant teeth, winged demons, creatures
with blades for hands. But most have chosen to conceal their lethal purpose behind ordinary human faces. So no one knows their
secret–except an ordinary high school student. Shin is battling for control of his own body against an alien parasite, but can he find
a way to warn humanity of the horrors to come?
???????????????????????????? “?????????????????”
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
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Terra FormarsVIZ Media LLC
The Hyakuya Sect descends on the Demon Army as the First Progenitor, Sika Madu, takes over Shinoa's mind and body. Leading
the invasion is none other than Second Progenitor Rígr Stafford—he’s after Yuichiro, who is once again on the run with Mika.
Meanwhile, Guren and Mahiru enact their long-awaited plan. It’s an all-out war between vampires, humans and demons! -- VIZ
Media
Ryoko Kui, the master storyteller behind the beloved manga series Delicious in Dungeon, pens seven brand-new tales that will
delight fantasy fans and manga devotees equally. Covering a broad range of themes and time periods, no two stories in this
collection are alike!
???????????????????SPACIALs????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????…????????????????? ???????????!!
Mankind’s final nightmare has become reality—the Terraformars have reached Earth! While the world’s governments scramble to deal with
the situation, humanity’s best hope, the members of the Annex 1 expedition, are still trapped on Mars. Getting back to Earth is now not just
humanity’s only hope for survival, it’s a race against time! -- VIZ Media
After humanity’s first manned mission to the Red Planet was lost, a second expedition arrives. The explorers prepare to exterminate the
cockroaches that were used to transform the Martian environment, but are shocked to discover that the insects have mutated into giant,
aggressive humanoids with one overriding goal—exterminate the humans! However, this crew of explorers has each undergone the “Bugs
Procedure,” terrifying experimental surgery designed to make them more than human... -- VIZ Media
In the late 26th century, overpopulation on Earth is reaching the breaking point, and humanity must find new frontiers. The terraforming of
Mars has taken centuries but is now complete. The colonization of Mars by humanity is an epoch-making event, but an unintended side effect
of the terraforming process unleashes a horror no one could ever have imagined… Keiji Onizuka and Team 1 are fighting as hard as they can,
but the Terraformars use a clever stratagem to put them in a tight spot. Running low on their serum, the members of Team 1 may be finished
unless Akari and Michelle can bail them out. But will engaging the new Terraformar cause Akari to lose himself completely? Meanwhile,
Asimov’s team goes into the pyramids, where they find the first transmitter whose signal was lost. How did it get there, and what does it say
about what the Terraformars may be planning?
The Annex 1 survivors find themselves fighting on all fronts against the Chinese forces sent from earth to wipe them out. As if that weren’t
enough, the Terraformars themselves aren’t letting up on their attacks either. A plan is formulated to rescue the Annex 1 crew, but to carry it
out, they’ll have to cross through hostile territory while under assault all the way! -- VIZ Media
The secret ambition that Merlin has held in her heart since the formation of The Seven Deadly Sins is finally exposed as she awakens Arthur
as the King of Chaos. But the powerful and lonely Sin of Gluttony isn’t the only one overjoyed to see the universe’s primal entity return, and
an even hungrier monster appears to help inaugurate the new age. The Seven Deadly Sins may have put the Demon Lord behind them, but
one last deadly foe remains. After facing so many battles, trials, and tribulations together, just what awaits them at the end of their journey?
Humanity’s attempt to terraform and colonize Mars goes horribly wrong. In the late 26th century, overpopulation on Earth is reaching the
breaking point, and humanity must find new frontiers. The terraforming of Mars has taken centuries but is now complete. The colonization of
Mars by humanity is an epoch-making event, but an unintended side effect of the terraforming process unleashes a horror no one could ever
have imagined…
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